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[1] On 31 August 2010, more than 100 transient luminous events were observed to occur
over Typhoon Lionrock when it passed at �210 km to the southwest of the NCKU site in
Taiwan. Among them, 14 negative gigantic jets (GJs) with clear recognizable
morphologies and radio frequency signals are analyzed. These GJs are all found to have
negative discharge polarity and thus are type I GJs. Morphologically, they are grouped into
three forms: tree-like, carrot-like, and a new intermediate type called tree-carrot-like GJs.
The ULF and ELF/VLF band signals of these events contain clear signatures associated
with GJ development stages, including the initiating lightning, the leading jet, the fully
developed jet, and the trailing jet. Though the radio waveform for each group of GJs
always contains a fast descending pulse linked with the surge current upon the GJ-
ionosphere contact, the detailed waveforms actually vary substantially. Cross analysis of
the optical and radio frequency signals for these GJs indicates that a large surge current
moment (CM) (>60 kA-km) appears to be essentially associated with the tree-like GJs. In
contrast, the carrot-like and the tree-carrot-like GJs are both related to a surge CM less than
36 kA-km, and a continuing CM less than 27 kA-km further separates the carrot-like GJs
from the tree-carrot-like GJs. Furthermore, on the peak CM versus charge moment change
diagram for the initiating lightning, different groups of GJs seem to exhibit different trends.
This feature suggests that the eventual forms of negative GJs may have been determined at
the initiating lightning stage.
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1. Introduction

[2] The gigantic jet (GJ) is a member of the transient lumi-
nous event (TLE) [Pasko, 2008, 2010; Pasko et al., 2012]
family that was first observed by Pasko et al. [2002] near
Puerto Rico to propagate out from a thundercloud to an alti-
tude of �70 km. In the following year, Su et al. [2003]
observed five GJs near Philippines that directly linked the
thundercloud top at �16 km and the ionospheric E layer at
�90 km. From the recorded optical images, Su et al. [2003]

noted that the evolution of these GJs can be divided into
three stages: the leading jet, the fully developed jet (FDJ), and
the trailing jet, but whether there were cloud flashes before
these events was not clear since the lower field of view (FOV)
was blocked by a roof in the foreground. They also reported
that there are two morphological forms (the tree-like and the
carrot-like) for the fully developed jets [Su et al., 2003]. Fur-
thermore, the associated extremely low frequency (ELF)
magnetic field signals of these GJs indicate that they are all
negative cloud-to-ionosphere (-CI) events, that transfer nega-
tive charge from cloud to ionosphere and have inferred charge
moment changes (CMCs) of 1000 to 2000 C-km. Subsequent
observations of GJs further indicated that these large-scale CI
discharges are a global phenomenon, as deduced from ground
campaigns carried out in the Americas [Pasko et al., 2002; van
der Velde et al., 2007; Cummer et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2011],
Europe [van der Velde et al., 2010], IndianOcean [Soula et al.,
2011], Asia [Su et al., 2003; Chou et al., 2011], and surveys
from space [Chen et al., 2008; Kuo et al., 2009; Chou et al.,
2010; Lee et al., 2012].
[3] Gigantic jets, blue jets and blue starters belong to a

general class of upward discharging TLEs from the
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thundercloud tops [Pasko, 2008, 2010; Pasko et al., 2012]. The
most notable feature that separates these jets is the termination
height, with the average terminal altitude of about 20.8 km for
the blue starters [Wescott et al., 1996], 40–50 km for the blue
jets [Wescott et al., 1995;Boeck et al., 1995; Lyons et al., 2003;
Chou et al., 2011], and near the local lower ionosphere
boundary for the gigantic jets. To elucidate the most favorable
conditions leading to the occurrence of GJs, Krehbiel et al.
[2008] proposed that a negative GJ is mostly likely associated
with a charge imbalance between the central negative and
upper positive charge layers of a normally electrified thunder-
storm; an upward discharge (the GJ initiation) emanates from
the middle-level negative charge reservoir and penetrates the
cloud top to develop into a GJ. Recent observations also sug-
gest that this charge imbalance might be amplified by the
intracloud lightning progression prior to the GJ initiation [Lu et
al., 2011]. By studying the luminous evolution of a negative GJ
and its associated ultralow frequency (ULF) signal, Cummer
et al. [2009] reported that a signal associated with the GJ
initiation was identified and the inferred CMC for this event
is �10800 C-km in the first second; they also noted that
there is a high correlation between the current moment and
the brightness of GJ. From detailed analysis of the GJs recor-
ded by the ISUAL experiment [Chern et al., 2003; Chen et al.,
2008; Lee et al., 2012],Kuo et al. [2009] reported that, after the
GJ reaches ionosphere, the ionized gas in the upper truck could
short-out the upper discharge channel and cause the local ion-
osphere boundary to drop down to �50 km [Marshall and
Inan, 2007; Lee et al., 2012]; then a current continuously
flows between the cloud top and the lower ionosphere. As the
boundary recovers its altitude, the contact point moves up and
the continuing current manifests itself as a seemingly upward
surging trailing jet. Also by studying the ISUAL data, Chou et
al. [2010] reported there are two discharge types of GJs, with
the type I GJ being a negative CI event and the type II GJ being
a positive CI discharge. Recently, Lu et al. [2011] analyzed the
characteristics and the charge evolution of two negative CI GJs
that occurred near a very high frequency (VHF) lightning
mapping network, and reported the detection of the charge
migration from a leader process above the 20 km altitude. The
VHF data also indicate that the upward propagation speed of
the initiating discharge is similar to that of the leading jet
reported in Su et al. [2003].
[4] In short, the current state of the knowledge on the

negative GJ is: this type of GJs starts with normal intracloud
lightning that might exaggerate the charge imbalance in the
cloud [Krehbiel et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2011]. A short
moment later, another intracloud initiating lightning (the GJ
initiation) develops from the midlevel charge reservoir of the
cloud and penetrates the cloud top to become a leading jet
which will propagate further to reach the ionosphere and to
become a GJ. After the upward discharge reaches the iono-
sphere at the FDJ stage (the GJ-ionosphere contact), the
local ionospheric boundary drops and a continuing current
flows between the cloud and the lowered local ionosphere.
Then, as the local ionosphere regains its original altitude, the
continuing current appears as an up-surging trailing jet [Kuo
et al., 2009].
[5] In this work, 14 negative GJs and their associated ULF

and extremely low frequency/very low frequency (ELF/

VLF) band signals are analyzed. From the optical data, two
previous reported forms (tree-like and carrot-like) as well as
a new intermediate form, termed as “tree-carrot-like GJs” are
identified. The association of the ULF and ELF/VLF band
signals with the various optical stages of the GJs is pre-
sented. The discharging parameters of the GJs are inferred
from the radio frequency data, and their possible associa-
tions with the observed optical features of these three forms
of GJs are discussed. In addition, the meteorological features
that caused the Lionrock (2010) to become such a prolific GJ
producing system are also elaborated.

2. Instruments

[6] The National Cheng Kung University (NCKU; the
black square in Figure 1; latitude: 23.00�N and longitude:
120.22�E) is located at the Tainan City, Taiwan. Since 2001,
the NCKU group has been carrying out routine summer
optical TLE campaigns from the roof of the Physics
Departmental building right in the center of Tainan city [Su
et al., 2002; Hsu et al., 2003]. The NCKU optical TLE
imaging system consists of two cameras mounted on a
remote controllable platform, which is equipped with a dig-
ital spirit level and compass; hence the elevation and azimuth
angles of the recorded events can be accurately determined.
Each camera has a WATEC NEPTUNE 100 CCD equipped
with a 12 mm/f1.2 lens (FOV: 30.8� � 23.1�). One camera
contains no filter and is thus labeled as the “C camera,”while
the other camera (the R camera) is fitted with a red-pass filter
(passing band: 570 � 2700 nm). The WATEC NEPTUNE
100 CCD is sensitive between 320 and 1030 nm, hence the C
and the R cameras have effective passing bands of 320 �
1030 nm and 570 � 1030 nm, respectively. The image
frames from the CCDs were further passed through GPS-
synchronized time code inserters to imprint the millisecond
precision time codes on the video frames. The video footages
were stored in the computer hard disc and on digital video
tapes at the standard NTSC frame rate (30 frames/second or
60 image fields/second; one field is 16.67 ms). However, the
C camera had functioned erratically on the night when the
negative GJs reported in this work were recorded. Thus only
the video frames from the R camera are analyzed in this
work.
[7] The NCKU group also operates two magnetic record-

ing stations. The magnetic ULF station is located at the Lulin
Observatory, Yushan National Park in Taiwan (the black
cross mark in Figure 1; 23.47�N and 120.87�E) [see Wang
et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2011]. The system is based on
a pair of EMI-BF4 horizontal magnetic coils which are
sensitive in the radio frequency band between 0.3 Hz
and 500 Hz, with coils either orientated parallel (H; north
south) or perpendicular to (D; east west) the geomagnetic
field. The recording system is equipped with a GPS clock and
all the data were sampled continuously at 5 kHz. The NCKU
ELF/VLF station is located at the Cingcao elementary school
which resides in the suburban area of the Tainan City (the
black triangle mark in Figure 1; 23.08�N and120.12�E). The
system is based on a pair of QUASAR horizontal induction
sensors and one vertical electric field sensor, which are
sensitive in the radio frequency band of 1.5 Hz to 15 kHz and
0.1 Hz to 100 kHz, respectively. The signals from this system
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have been sampled continuously at 100 kHz since August
2010. Owing to a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
electric field data than the magnetic field data, the analysis of
ELF/VLF signal in this work is based on the electric field
measurement. The two radio frequency data are used to infer
the current moment (CM) and the time-integrated charge
moment change (CMC) of the discharge events as functions of
time [Cummer et al., 2009].

3. Typhoon Lionrock and the Occurrence of GJs

[8] Typhoon Lionrock (2010) was the first of five typhoons
with warning issued by the Central Weather Bureau (CWB) in
Taiwan and was named in number as ‘1006’. It formed as a
tropical depression in the vicinity of Dongsha Atoll (20.70�N
and 116.73�E) over the northern South China Sea on 27
August and dissipated in southeastern China on 3 September.
At the beginning, Lionrock moved northward and intensified
into a weak typhoon. Later, the movement of Lionrock was
slowed down due to the presence of Typhoon Namtheun
(numbered as ‘1008’), which formed rapidly in northern
Taiwan. On 30 August, the Fujiwhara effect (binary interac-
tion [Wu et al., 2003]) between the two typhoons drifted

Lionrock eastward and east-southeastward. As Lionrock con-
tinued to intensify, it reached the lowest mean sea level pres-
sure of about 985 hPa around 12:00 UTC on 30August. On 31
August, by combining (merging) the circulation and rainband
associated with Namtheun, Lionrock further intensified.
Lionrock then changed its course to the north-northeast and
reached the maximum sustained winds of 23 ms�1. Between
15:00 and 20:00 UTC, the balloon sounding in the synoptic
environment of Lionrock inferred relatively high convective
available potential energy (CAPE) of 1980 J/kg and relatively
low convective inhibition (CIN) of 70 m2s2, thus providing
favorable thermodynamic conditions to support vigorous
convection in the inner core eyewall region of Typhoon
Lionrockwith strong dynamic forcing (i.e., convergence in the
boundary layer under the eyewall). When Lionrock approa-
ched the southern tip of Taiwan, the radar reflectivity mea-
sured fromTaiwan was around 50� 60 dBz and the cloud top
temperature was around 190 K (�83�C), as estimated from
the infrared satellite image. Eventually, Lionrock crossed
Taiwan Strait northwestward and made landfall in south-
eastern China on 2 September. Lionrock then weakened into
a tropical storm quickly and dissipated in the next day.

Figure 1. MTSAT-2 infrared map for the surrounding region of Taiwan at 17:32 UTC on 31 August
2010. Typhoon Lionrock can be identified as the big patch of clouds toward the southwest of Taiwan.
Inset is the cropped radar reflectivity for the GJ occurring region from the Kenting radar station
(21.89�N and 120.85�E; effective range �250 km) at 17:30 UTC by Central Weather Bureau (CWB).
Overlapping markers on the map, respectively: black square, the optical observation site at NCKU, Tainan
City; black triangle, NCKU ELF/VLF station; and black cross, NCKU ULF station. The two black lines
extending from the NCKU campus represents the FOV (30.8�) of the cameras. The color circles indicate
the storm centers during the observation period between 15:45 and 20:01 UTC (23:45 and 04:01 in local
time), with the times listed to the right. The color dots denote the inferred locations of the 14 observed GJs
that occurred within a 1 hour bin centering on the times of the storm center.
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[9] Between 15:45 and 20:01 UTC (23:45 and 04:01 LST)
on 31 August 2010, when the center of Typhoon Lionrock
was located at about 270 km to 170 km toward the southwest
of Taiwan, more than 100 TLEs (including sprites and
dozens of gigantic jets) occurred over the typhoon as
observed from the NCKU site. Among the identifiable
gigantic jets, their locations appear to move synchronously
with the typhoon center (Figure 1). However, in the FOV of
the cameras, the front edge of the typhoon clouds blocked
the lower half of the view and the severe light pollution from
Tainan city also affected the observation in classifying some
of the events. Therefore, only 14 negative gigantic jets (GJs)
that have clear recognizable forms and identifiable ULF/
ELF/VLF data are chosen for detailed analysis.
[10] Based on the height inferred from the IRI-2007 model

[Bilitza and Reinisch, 2008] and the boundaries previously
reported in Su et al. [2003], Cummer et al. [2009], and Soula
et al. [2011], the nighttime ionospheric boundary for the
region above Lionrock is estimated to be located at 90 km in
altitude during the occurring window of the observed GJs.
The fully developed jets (FDJs) of the GJs is thus assumed to
terminate at this ionosphere height, therefore the occurrence
locations of the GJs are inferred to be at the positions
marked by the color dots in Figure 1. From the radar
reflectivity of the Kenting radar station (21.89�N and
120.85�E; effective range �250 km) at 17:30 UTC, two
regions in Lionrock in the GJ occurring region show notable
echoes (Figure 1, inset). The strong echo region closer to the
NCKU site is a convective cell at the eyewall with cloud top
temperature of about 200 K, which corresponds to cloud top
height of about 14.5 km. Similar strong echo regions from
the deep convective cores also exist in radar reflectivity data
obtained at the occurring times of other GJs. Interestingly,
the inferred locations of the GJs all collocate with the region
with strong radar echo that associated with the eyewall
convective core of Lionrock, indicating the observed nega-
tive GJs are likely originated from the protruding cloud top
region. The soundings also indicate that the direction of the
wind rotates clockwise with height, with westerly wind in
the lower level and easterly wind at the cloud top at the
location of the GJ producing convective core (Figure 1). It is
possible that the vertical wind shear may have dislocated the
charge structure in the convective core and makes the GJs to
occur more easily [Riousset et al., 2010]. Consequently,
Lionrock serves as a prolific system in the production of
gigantic jets.
[11] To check the fairness of the inferred GJ locations, the

worldwide lightning location network (WWLLN) [Dowden
et al., 2002] data are also used. One GJ initiating lightning
is also found to be a WWLLN event, and the geolocation
offset of this WWLLN lightning is found to be 15 km with
respect to that of the FDJ-inferred location, thus indicating
that the inferred locations of the observed GJs are of rea-
sonable accuracy. However, it should be noted that WWLLN
[Rodger et al., 2006] did not actually detect these GJ events.
The locating of initiating lightning by no means represents
the occurrence location of GJ is known as well, since the
location offset between initiating lightning and the GJ is not
known. However, if we assume GJ and its initiating lightning
have no occurring location offset, from the top elevation

angle of the FDJ and the location of the WWLLN detected
initiating lightning, the GJ termination height is inferred to be
�95 km [Hsu et al., 2003]. Since these 14 GJs evidently
occurred over a relatively small area and their top elevation
angles are all similar to the one having WWLLN detected
initiating lightning, a 90 km termination height for these GJs
would be scientifically sound.

4. The Optical Features of the Negative
Gigantic Jets

[12] In this section, the optical band data, flashes associ-
ated with the initiating lightning, the morphology, and the
luminous duration of GJs are presented.

4.1. The Initiating Lightning of Gigantic Jets

[13] For the 14 GJs, due to the obstruction of the clouds and
the heavy light pollution, only the FDJ and the trailing jet
stages were clearly discernible on the video footage. Although
the GJs were at a relatively large distance of�210 km from the
optical observation site, the accompanying in-cloud optical
flashes at the GJ initiation are discernible. As a result, twelve
out of the 14 GJs (>80%) were found to have the associated
optical flashes from the GJ initiation. The other two no-flash
GJs occurred back to back within a 1.5 min window. It may be
that the clouds at this period were exceptionally thick and thus
blocked the optical emissions from the initiating lightning to
leak through. The ULF and the ELF/VLF signals are used to
correlate the flashes in the optical fields. For example, the
enhanced cloud illuminations in the field 1 of Figures 2a, 3a,
and 4a are associated with the GJ initiating lightning, and they
are within the yellow-shaded windows in Figures 2b, 3b, and
4b. Hence it is a strong indication that these optical flashes
indeed come from the initiating lightning that preceded the
leading jet [Soula et al., 2011].

4.2. The Morphology and the Luminous Duration
of Gigantic Jets

[14] The morphology of the 14 negative GJs can be grouped
into the tree-like GJ (Figure 2a), the carrot-like GJ (Figure 3a),
and the tree-carrot-like GJ (Figure 4a). In the FDJ stage of the
tree-like GJs, the bright streamers propagate all the way from
cloud top to the lower edge of the ionosphere, and featuring a
fanning tree-like upper luminous body. However, the bright-
ness of the streamers in the luminous upper body becomes
wider and fainter as the altitude increases. For the carrot-like
GJs, the bright streamers in the upper luminous body of the
FDJ stops at an altitude of �70 km, a dim gap exists between
70 and 80 km, and then a diffuse crown appears near the lower
ionosphere boundary (80 � 90 km). A few carrot-like GJs
have luminous beads structures in the lower streamer regions
and the middle dim gap. For the hybrid tree-carrot-like GJs,
the morphology of the FDJs in these events first appears to be a
carrot-like, having a lower body of bright streamers, a dim
middle gap with beads, and an upper diffusive crowning glow.
However, in the subsequent frames, the streamers appear to
increase in numbers and the beads also seem to brighten to fill
the gap, and the FDJ transforms into a tree-like form. Finally,
they fade away. Hence this is the reason why this group of
events is termed as the “tree-carrot-like” GJs. Following the
FDJ stage of different forms of GJs, a long lasting trailing jet
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was seen to rise up from the lower edge of the FDJs. From the
optical images, the tree-like GJs seem to have the brightest
trailing jets, the trailing jets for the tree-carrot-like GJs are
slightly dimmer, and the trailing jets for the carrot-like GJs
appears to be the dimmest.
[15] The three different morphologies of negative GJs also

exhibit considerable difference in the luminous duration of
the FDJ stage and the combined luminous duration of FDJ
and trailing jet stages. As shown in Table 1, the carrot-like
GJs have the longest FDJ duration (7 � 9 fields; 100 � 150
ms), while the tree-like GJs have the shortest (1 � 4 fields;
less than 67 ms). The carrot-like GJ also has the longest
combined luminous durations (29 � 45 fields; 467 � 750
ms), and most of the tree-like and the tree-carrot-like GJs

have shorter durations (16 � 36 fields; 250 � 600 ms and
15 � 32 fields; 233 � 530 ms, respectively).

5. The ULF and ELF/VLF Features
of the Negative Gigantic Jets

[16] In this section, the association between the optical
band data and the ULF and ELF/VLF radio signals is
explored, especially on the signatures of the initiating
lightning, the leading jet, the fully developed jet (FDJ), and
the trailing jet for each group of negative GJs.
[17] Before the GJ initiation, it has been known that there

is a preceding intracloud lightning development to amplify
the charge imbalance in the cloud, and such intracloud

Figure 2. Selected R camera image fields, ULF sferics, and the ELF/VLF spectrogram of the tree-like GJ
at 16:11:28 UTC on 31 August 2010. (a) Selected image fields showing the GJ initiation (field 1,
enhanced), the fully developed jet (field 8), and the trailing jet (fields 9–15). (b) ULF sferics showing nota-
ble features associated with the GJ initiation (yellow), a negative fast descending pulse at the time of the
connection between GJ and the ionosphere from the fully developed jet (dark green), and a long negative
excursion pulse associated with the continuing current from the trailing jet (light green). (c) Spectrogram
of ELF/VLF electric fields associated with the GJ.
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activity can begin with an narrow bipolar event (NBE),
which typically has a time scale of �10–20 ms [Lu et al.,
2011]. However, due to the low upper cutoff frequency of
the NCKU ULF and ELF/VLF stations, no signature of the
NBE can be discerned in the recorded signals.

5.1. Radio Signals Associated With the Initiating
Lightning (the Gigantic Jet Initiation)

[18] As it has been stated in section 4.1, >80% of events
had identifiable initiating lightning flashes in the images of
GJs. However, all the GJs were found to have corresponding
impulse signals, which were terms as the gigantic jet initia-
tion [Lu et al., 2011], in the ULF and ELF/VLF band data.
Thus, it is a strong indication that the discharge at the

initiation of GJs indeed is an integral process of the GJ
discharges. Moreover, the spectrograms of the ELF/VLF
signals in Figures 2c, 3c, and 4c show that the initiating
signals have the signatures of a fast and broadbanded dis-
charge, which are similar to those for the lightning dis-
charge. Although the current ELF/VLF data are unable to
differentiate whether the cloud illumination was due to
intracloud (IC) or cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning, these data
support that a negative GJ begins with initiating lightning
that also produces the observable in-cloud illumination [Lu
et al., 2011]. The peak current moment (CM) and the
charge moment change (CMC) of the initiating lightning for
each type of GJs are inferred and summarized in Figure 5. It
is interesting to note that different groups of GJs seem to

Figure 3. Selected R camera image fields, ULF sferics, and the ELF/VLF spectrogram of the carrot-like
GJ at 17:09:18 UTC on 31 August 2010. (a) Selected image fields showing the GJ initiation (field 1,
enhanced), the fully developed jet (field 4), and the trailing jet (fields 12 and 13). (b) ULF sferics showing
notable features associated with the GJ initiation (yellow), a negative fast descending pulse at the time of
the connection between GJ and the ionosphere from the fully developed jet (dark green), and a long neg-
ative excursion pulse associated with the continuing current from the trailing jet (light green). (c) Spectro-
gram of ELF/VLF electric fields associated with the GJ.
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exhibit different trends; indicating that the morphology of
negative GJs may have been constrained by the GJ initiation.

5.2. Radio Signals Associated With the Leading Jet

[19] Due to the obstruction of the near clouds and the light-
polluted sky over the NCKU site at the inner city, no leading
jet of the 14 GJs was discernible in the optical image footage.
However, every GJ has an ULF signal associated with the
leading jet. The corresponding ULF signal contains a slow
ramping feature, which is believed to be emitted by the upward
moving negative leaders that follow the GJ initiation [Cummer
et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2011]. As it was inferred from the ULF
signal, the duration of the leading jet ranges from 24ms to 225
ms with a medium value of 57 ms. Meanwhile, the CMC was
found to fall between 39 and 678 C-km with a medium of 354

C-km. This new data set further confirms the slow ULF ramp
is a generic feature of the leading jet stage in different forms of
negative GJs.

5.3. Radio Signals Associated With the Fully Developed
Jet (the GJ-Ionosphere Connection, the Surge Current)

[20] When the leading jet reaches the ionosphere, the GJ
evolves into the FDJ stage. At the moment of the GJ-
ionosphere contact, the ULF waveforms for various forms of
negative GJs contain a fast descending signal from the surge
current that flows in the discharge channel. TheULFwaveform
of the tree-like GJ (Figure 2b) shows a canyon-shaped drop at
the beginning of FDJ (Figure 2a, field 8). For the carrot-like
and the tree-carrot-like GJs, their ULF waveforms have the

Figure 4. Selected R camera image fields, ULF sferics, and the ELF/VLF spectrogram of the hybrid tree-
carrot-like GJ at 17:07:41 UTC on 31 August 2010. (a) Selected image fields showing the GJ initiation
(field 1, enhanced), the fully developed jet (field 14), and the trailing jet (fields 22 and 23). (b) ULF sferics
showing notable features associated with the GJ initiation (yellow), a negative fast descending pulse at the
time of the connection between GJ and the ionosphere from the fully developed jet (dark green), and a
long negative excursion pulse associated with the continuing current from the trailing jet (light green).
(c) Spectrogram of ELF/VLF electric fields associated with the GJ.
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cliff-shaped drops at the beginning of FDJ (Figure 3a, field
4 and Figure 4a, field 14). From the recorded ULF signals,
the surge current moments (CM) at the GJ-ionosphere contact
are derived and the results are listed in Table 1. Obviously, the
tree-like GJs have the largest surge CMs, which are all greater
than 60 kA-km and even up to 159 kA-km. The intense and
impulse natures of the charge transfer at the GJ-ionosphere
contact render the forms of the associated ULF signal wave-
forms being similar to those emitted during the CG return
strokes. In contrast, the surge CM and the current for the tree-
carrot-like and the carrot-like GJs are relatively small, less than
36 kA-km and 0.5 kA, respectively. Also, from the spectro-
gram of the associated ELF/VLF signals of the GJ-ionosphere
contact, the frequency of the major radio emissions of the surge
current is lower than 15 kHz, which is in sharp contrast to the
impulsive nature of the initiating lightning while is similar to
the sprite current, which has negligible VLF energy [Cummer
et al., 1998, 2006].

5.4. Radio Signals Associated With the Trailing jet
(the Continuing Current)

[21] Figures 2b, 3b, and 4b show that in the ULF data, long
continuing current waveform follows the FDJ-associated
surge current for the GJs. As shown in Table 1, the peak CM
of the continuing current for both the tree-like and the tree-
carrot-like GJs has a large peak current moment (>27 kA-km
and >39 kA-km, respectively) as inferred from the ULF
sferics, while that for the carrot-like GJs is relatively small
(<27 kA-km). The combined CMCs of the surge current and
the continuing current in the FDJ and trailing jet stages are
also listed in Table 1 and both show the same trend. The tree-
carrot-like GJs have a larger combined charge moment
change (>3166 C-km) comparing to that of the carrot-like
GJs (<3118 C-km).
[22] Due to the slow varying nature of the continuing

current flowing at this stage, it is believed that the distinct
signals embedded in the spectrograms, Figures 2c, 3c, and
4c, are coincidental signals from nonrelated discharge pro-
cesses and the currents associated with the trailing jets
radiated no ELF/VLF band emissions. The spectrograms for
the ULF band signals are also examined (not shown) and the

Figure 5. The peak current moment (CM) versus the
charge moment change (CMC) diagram for the initiating
lightning of the 14 negative GJs. The markers are blue
squares for the tree-like GJs, red circles for the tree-carrot-
like GJs, and black crosses for the carrot-like GJs.T
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major frequencies of their emissions are found to stay below
20 Hz.

6. Discussion: GJ Morphologies and the
Underlying Discharge Parameters

[23] The cloud top emerging height for these negative GJs
is �15 km [Su et al., 2003; Chou et al., 2011]. Since the
termination height of these GJs is at �90 km (see section 3),
the discharge channel length for the FDJs is �75 km. Thus
with the current moment (CM) being 60 � 159 kA-km, the
surge current for the tree-like GJs are computed to be 0.8 �
2.1 kA, which is generally larger than the 0.73 kA reported
in Cummer et al. [2009]. However, if the estimated channel
length shortens or lengthens by 5 km (�7%), the inferred
surge current would vary by �10%.
[24] As depicted in Figure 2a, the luminous duration of the

FDJ for tree-like GJs is brief and lasts no more than one to
four image fields (less than 67 ms; Table 1). It may be that for
this form of negative GJs the surge CM at the GJ-ionosphere
contact is large enough to cause a sufficiently high degree of
ionization at the upper trunk of GJs. Therefore, the upper
discharge channel is practically shorted-out and causes the
local ionosphere boundary drops down to�50 km [Kuo et al.,
2009] in less than one image field (less than 17 ms). Hence the
discharge channel for the trailing continuing current is �35
km in length. With this channel length, the continuing currents
are inferred to range between 0.77 kA and 2.26 kA; the large
currents are consistent with the bright trailing jets seen in the
optical band data (Figure 2a).
[25] The surge CMs of carrot-like and tree-carrot-like GJs

are 16 kA-km to 36 kA-km, which are substantially lower
than those for tree-like GJs. With the same assumed channel
length (�75 km), the corresponding surge currents at the GJ-
ionosphere contact range between 0.16 kA and 0.48 kA for
these two forms of GJs. The small surge CMs could explain
why the FDJs for these two categories of GJs are relatively
dim and mingling with nonluminous gaps as well as diffu-
sive crowns as they first formed (Figures 3a and 4a).
Besides, their further developments are remarkably different.
As for the carrot-like GJs, the trailing continuing CMs are
the smallest (0.33 kA to 0.36 kA) among the trio, and this
may explain why the dim upper trunks of the FDJs soon fade
away and the trailing jets are also dim. The tree-carrot-like
GJs have a larger continuing CMs (39 kA-km to 71 kA-km)
comparing to those for the carrot-like GJs, thus it may imply
that, during the transformation from carrot-like to tree-like
GJs, a higher number of streamers have been generated,
causing the upper trunk to brighten up and eventually pro-
duce clearly discernible trailing jets. Also in contrast to the
tree-like GJs, the local ionosphere boundary height for the
carrot-like and the tree-carrot-like GJs remains unaffected
for a notably longer period (5� 9 image fields; 67� 150 ms).
It is possible that, for smaller surge currents, longer time is
needed to build up enough ionization at the upper trunk and
cause the local ionosphere boundary to drop.
[26] The aforementioned results seem to imply that the

magnitude of the surge current is a crucial factor in deter-
mining the form of the negative GJs. If a negative GJ starts
with a sufficiently large surge CM, >60 kA-km, for the
events analyzed in this work, a tree-like GJ is formed; at the
same time the ionization at the upper trunk is sufficiently

high to short-out the discharge channel and to lower the local
ionosphere boundary. Whereas, if the surge CM is relatively
small, <36 kA-km, carrot-like or tree-carrot-like GJs are
formed and the local ionosphere boundary remains unaf-
fected for an extended period. The deciding factor separating
the latter two forms of GJs appears related to the magnitude
of the trailing continuing current. If the follow-up continuing
CMs are relatively large, >39 kA-km as inferred from the
data, the current will enhance the luminosity of the upper
trunk of the FDJs and supplies a bright trailing jet in the case
of the tree-carrot-like GJs. If the trailing continuing CMs are
less than 27 kA-km, dim carrot-like GJs with very dim
trailing jets are formed.
[27] For the carrot-like and tree-carrot-like GJs, their

morphology, the lower streamer region, the middle nonlu-
minous gap and the upper diffuse top are very similar to
those in a sprite. Pasko et al. [1998] and Pasko and
Stenbaek-Nielsen [2002] proposed that the diffuse, transi-
tion and streamer regions in sprites result from the interplay
of the dissociative attachment time scale, the ambient
dielectric relaxation time scale, and the time scale for the
development of an individual electron avalanche into a
streamer. We believe that these time scales may have also
played similar roles in affecting the spatial structures of the
negative gigantic jets reported here.

7. Conclusion

[28] Dozens of gigantic jets were observed to occur over
Typhoon Lionrock (2010) in a 6 hour interval on the night of
31 August 2010. The occurring locations of the GJs were
inferred to be over a convective cell that located at the eye-
wall. It is believed that, in this eyewall convective core, the
charge structure has been dislocated by the vertical wind
shear and thus causes GJs to occur more easily over the
protruding cloud top. Therefore, with these attributes,
Typhoon Lionrock (2010) has become a prolific system in
the production of gigantic jets. Among the 14 negative GJs
analyzed in this work, besides the previously recognized
tree-like and carrot-like GJs, a third intermediate type called
tree-carrot-like form was identified. The complementary
ULF and ELF/VLF band data for these GJs contain signals
from the GJ initiation, the leading jet, the surge current, and
the continuing current, which are respectively associated
with the initiating lightning, the leading jet, the fully devel-
oped jet (FDJ), and the trailing jet stages of the optical band
data. For the GJ events analyzed in this work, >80% of them
are found to have recognizable optical emissions from the
initiating lightning. The absence of signals from initiating
lightning for the other events is likely due to the obstruction
of clouds and light pollution at the inner city observation
site, since all the events were detected with signals from this
process in the ELF/VLF data. Nevertheless, our observations
are consistent with that the initiating intracloud lightning
process is an integral process of negative GJ evolution.
[29] The three forms of negative GJs are distinct in their

morphology and in the luminous duration of the FDJ and
trailing jet stages. The peak current moments (CMs) of the
surge currents, the peak CM of the continuing currents and
the charge moment change (CMC) of the surge and the
continuing currents are important parameters in determining
the forms of the negative GJs. When the peak CM of the
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surge currents exceeds 60 kA-km, tree-like GJs are produced
with a bright but brief FDJ stage. While if the surge CM is
less than 36 kA-km, carrot-like and tree-carrot-like GJs are
produced. The peak CM of the continuing current following
the FDJs appears to be the next factor separating the carrot-
like and tree-carrot-like GJs. If the peak CM is less than 25
kA-km, dim carrot-like GJs with very dim trailing jets are
formed. The available data indicate that, if the peaks CMs
are 39 � 71 kA-km, tree-carrot-like GJs are formed and the
trailing jets are also relatively bright. Finally, the peak cur-
rent moment (CM) versus charge moment change (CMC)
diagram for the initiating lightning seems to imply that dif-
ferent groups of GJs have different occurrence trends. This
feature suggests that the forms of negative GJs may have
been determined at the initiating stage.
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